Campbell Scientific Training Courses
Power up your data

Training courses are a great way to get to
know your Campbell product. Whether you
are a beginner or a more advanced user, our
training courses offer something for everyone.
Our courses are designed to enable you to
get the most out of your Campbell product,
helping you understand and apply the core
concepts relating to programming and
communicating to and from sensors and
systems with a Campbell datalogger.
Combining theoretical discussion with
practical hands on programming, you will
be able to apply your new-found skills in real
world scenarios, in the safety of a classroom.

“

The trainer was the best I have ever met. We got more than expected from Campbell. Thank you very
much for the course and hospitality.
It was extremely useful to get hands-on experience with a variety of instruments and learn how to
use them with the logger.
I learnt lots about methods of communication that I wasn’t expecting. The trainer was very
knowledgable and had a clear and approachable teaching method. Great.
The training room and facilities provided were excellent. The trainer was a first class specialist for sure.

”

Why choose a Campbell Course?
Acquire transferable skills needed
in the data acquisition industry
Measurement concepts are universal,
and Campbell equipment is widely used
around the world across academia,
industry and research.
Our personalised course instruction
makes these powerful systems easier to
understand and more accessible - allowing
you to make the most of your monitoring
equipment.

Help staff manage existing networks
For employers, the more people who know
how to use new and existing equipment, the
better. Spread the knowledge across core
staff to widen the knowledge pool and create
better solutions.
For employees, increased confidence in using
the equipment leads to better results in the
field - more effective troubleshooting, more
accurate data acquisition, and ultimately
better data.
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